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1 . Int ro Gu c„t ion

Tire desirable character ist .-Of a. mixture for testing the
oDerating efficiency of a Gist Licring column are the following;

(l) It should he composed of t^o stable substances boiling
only a few — not more than say five — decrees apart.

(1) The constituents should form an ideal solution with
each other.

(3) The constituents should be inexpensive and readily
obtainable.

( ---) A convenient method for the rapid and accurate analysis
of the mixture should be available.

A mixture of CCI4 and CgHg meets all of the above require-
ments except No. 2. Failure to meet this requirement means that
fractionation near one end of the composition range is more
difficult than near the other, owing to the fact that the pair
of boiling point-composition curves is not symmetrical.

A better mixture can be obtained by substituting ethylene
chloride, C3H4CI3, in place of COla . This liquid forms an ideal
solution with CgHc amd also meets all oi the other requirements.
The boiling point-compos it iorid|.agram is shown in Fig.l.

The mixture can be easily and rapidly analyzed by measuring
the refractive index. The density would serve equally well as
an index of comoos it ion but would require a careful determination
01 the dens itv-composit ion relation, which is not known at present.

2. Preemption of the Mixture

A 50-50 mole-percent mixture (1 oart CqHo to 1.2333 parts
C0H4CI0, weights in air) of the pure dipr liouids should be prepared
and kept in a bottle containing some !,Dehydr ite” (Mg CIO 4. 3HpO)

.

This drying agent has a negligible solubility in the mixture.
The refractive indices at 25.2°C of ea,ch pure liquid and of the
mixture should be carefully determined. This temperature is
selected oe cause the available refract ivity data, hawoen to be for
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3.

Using the Mixture

Before filling the still pot with the mixture, the pot,
column, condenser and receiver should be clean and dry . Drying
is best accomplished with a stream of dry air.

4.

Analyzing the Fractions.

The distillation fractions are analyzed by measuring their
refractive indices at 25.2°C and computing the composition with
the aid of the equations
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Z\ is read from the curve in Fig. 2.

5.

Efficiency Curve

The efficiency graph for a given still and a given mode of
operation is obtained by plotting volume of fraction against
composition as illustrated in Fig. 3 or by making the corresponding
differential plot as illustrated in Fig. 4.

After completing the test the fractions may be returned to
the stock bottle, the contents of which can be kept at the 50-50
composition by "doctoring” occasionally with a little of the
required pure component until the original refractive index is
restored.

6

.

Purification of the Constituents

(a) Ethylene Chloride

Ethylene chloride eoual in quality to the best grade made by
Eastman requires to be distilled only once from a suitable drying
agent (Dehydrite) in a good column still with rejection of the
initial and final fractions.

Yield, about 85 volume per cent

n^25. 2 about 1. 4418
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A good gr8.de of
as follows:

(b) Benzene

benzene should be selected end treated

( 1 } 77a sh for 1 hour ( p re f erably in a shak ing mach ine ) r i t

h

0.1 of its volume of C.P. concentrated H0SO4 .

(3) Wash successively with water, dilute NaOH and water.

(3) Snake with mercury until tarnishing cea.ses.

(---) Shake with anhydrous CaClo and then with Dehydrite.

(5) Distil once in a good column still and combine fractions
having refractive indices within 15 x 10~^ of the index of the
middle fraction.

(5) Crystallize once, rejecting mother liquor about 15 per
cent by volume.

(7) Distil from bright metallic sodium (or Na-K alloy) and
preserve over Dehydrite.

Yield, about 65 volume per cent

nD
25 - 2 about 1.4376
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